Purpose
Navigated surgery has become a state of the art method for many surgical interventions [1, 2] . Especially for surgical quality management, navigation systems have a high potential as objective measurement systems [3] .
To navigate, it is necessary to measure location and orientation of surgical tools or bone fragments in relation to the patient anatomy. This is mostly done with optical tracking systems that consist of a camera system placed in the OR and optical markers that are fixed to the patient anatomy and to surgical tools. Currently used tracking systems have the disadvantage that the camera systems and markers consume some of the already limited space in the OR, as well as space on the operating site. Additionally the cameras and markers need visual contact which requires the OR-staff to open up a corridor between the cameras and the marker/patient side, which also consumes space (the so called line-of-sight problem).
To overcome these disadvantages, we have developed a miniaturized optical tracking system which is small and light so that it can be mounted directly onto surgical instruments (Fig. 1) . Methods The miniaturized camera system hardware consists of two 5 megapixel cameras. The markers on the patient side are small passive ceramic plates with optical structures made of a carbon like diamond coating. Currently the system works with markers with outer sizes of 10 by 10 mm and 15 by 15 mm, depending on the necessary working volume. The optical structures on the markers allow the system to extract six degrees of freedom (three each for location and orientation). The stereo cameras are connected with a USB interface to a standard PC where the image processing algorithm is running. The camera system is calibrated offline, after camera and optics are mounted and fixed. The intrinsic parameters are determined with adapted commercial software; the extrinsic calibration is done with in house developed software, based on standard methods. The parameters are stored once in a file and afterwards used during marker recognition.
Results
The miniaturized optical tracking system has successfully been developed. The accuracy of the devices position and orientation measurements has been tested with a precise mechanical positioning device which took repetitive measurements distributed over the whole measurement volume. The result for the position measurement accuracy has been 37.7 lm RMS with 128 repetitions and 0.27°RMS for the orientation accuracy with 124 repetitions. Currently the marker recognition algorithm processes up to 10 stereo image pairs per second on a standard PC. The tracking system has also been tested with dental implant drill navigation software in an anatomy study as well as on saw bones (Fig. 2) . Conclusion The development of our optical tracking system has shown that miniaturized navigation is a feasible way to improve the disadvantages of current tracking systems in terms of ergonomics, used space, measurement accuracy and costs. The system will be further developed and tested in clinical studies in order to get medical admission to bring it on the market.
Further research will focus on flexible markers to use our marker recognition technology inside the body for endoscopic applications. Other developments focus on combining the existing marker tracking with markerless tracking, e.g. with structured light. References The Jikei University School of Medicine, Institute for High Dimensional Medical Imaging, Tokyo, Japan 2 The Jikei University School of Medicine, Dept. of Surgery, Tokyo, Japan
Keywords Multi-view camera Á Navigation Á Laparoscopic surgery Á Robotic surgery Purpose Surgeons for laparoscopic and robotic surgeries have difficulty as they obtain visual information only from conventional laparoscopic or endoscopic images. This limits surgeons' area and its directions they can see. In this way, they may also be unaware of bleeding in areas out of their view and it can also lead to accidents due to unnecessary contact of operational instruments and soft tissue at the blinded part. Our goal is to construct a tool to obtain multiple visual information of the operating field, that cannot be found with conventional laparoscopic and endoscopic images. The objective of this study is to develop a novel video camera system that offers free multiple viewpoints both inside and outside of the targeted organ in the abdominal cavity. To do so, we added an image display function for navigation surgery to this system which surgeons can simultaneously see the inner structure against the targeted organ surface by superimposed display from multiple viewpoints. Methods We will omit detailed description of the structure of the multi-view camera itself as it was reported last year at this conference. Basically, miniature video cameras are aligned geometrically with regularity. The device has multiple sets of movable parts with joints that enables the video cameras to position in an arc like shape each at a certain angle with the target organ as their center. The camera system will be folded when passing the trocar and it will open up into an arc-like shape once it reaches the abdominal cavity using the pulling force of the wires. Taking into account the size of the elements of miniature video cameras and the size of a human abdominal cavity, we developed prototypes with 5-8 video cameras.
A new function added to our imaging system is an augmented reality function which surgeons can observe both the inner structure and the organ surface as stereoscopic images from multiple views points in the operational field at the same time. We developed a multiview camera prototype for animal experiments in which miniature video camera elements (maximum resolution 1280 9 960) were positioned in an arc-like camera assembly of 50 mm to 70 mm in diameter. Not only does the system have a function which the surgeon can view inside abdominal cavity from multiple viewpoints through multiple number of monitors (this is possible through the structure of the camera device itself), it also has a function which surgeons can choose at their will, stereoscopic images using neighboring camera visuals. The stereoscopic images will be obtained from n-1 direction when the viewpoints of the cameras are n.
Moreover, the system enables the surgeon to conduct navigation surgery with an augmented reality function which can superimpose pre-op inner structure 3D image reconstructed from CT such as blood vessels and tumors onto the target organ by registering their coordinate system using Optotrak (Northern Digital Inc.). This function also utilizes the multi-view camera system's characteristics and the surgeon being able to choose free viewpoints with that. In this way, the camera system does not have to move physically, the system can more easily have the function for surgeon to choose viewpoints in the way of superimposed displays. The stereoscopic image function is made possible by continuously importing image signals from 2 adjacent cameras through a switcher. This enables surgeons to view superimpose display 3D rendered image of an inner structure onto targeted organ image. Thus, it enabled us to equip on the developed system, stereo superimpose display function from multiple directions. Results Figure 1 shows configuration of the function and superimpose display with viewpoints from 8 different directions in an experiment using extracted swine liver and gallbladder.
Our project achieved to obtain 30 frame/s 640 9 480 size images from 8 viewpoints surrounding the target organ 160°without physically moving the camera inside the body. The surgeon was able to observe without restrictions, superimposed images of the surface of the organ in operation and its inner structure. The system could also display high definition superimposed still images of 1280 9 960 resolution by changing its shooting mode.
Registration for superimposed display is conducted by touching the anatomical features of the target organ with a pointing device inserted through a different trocar. We were able to confirm registration points easier and in a wider range compared to conventional type laparoscopic or endoscopic cameras because the device has wide multiple viewpoints. Therefore, we were also able to shorten the time and improve the degree of precision for registration. The system can also display all 8 camera viewpoints on superimposed images using 
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Int J CARS (2013) 8 (Suppl 1):S145-S154 sub monitors, in addition to changing viewpoints on the main monitor through the control unit. The display speed for superimposed images only had several frames lag time when 26-29 frame/s stereoscopic images were displayed. Even when the system displayed superimposed images from all 7 directions, although the frame rate slowed to 1/4 the normal rate, it was able to display all the images simultaneously. Figure 2 shows stereoscopic images for right and left eyes respectively taken from randomly selected position of 2 adjacent cameras.
Discussion
The most important feature of the system is to obtain view of targeted organ including its inner structure without physical camera movement. It is equally important for the system to reduce the number of blind spots both on organ surface and in the inner organ. This enabled ''simultaneous superimposed display of inner structure of the operational field''. In turn, this helps surgeons to intuitively grasp the shape and structure of the operational field in the abdominal cavity. We hope the development of this system will be a new method to obtain visual information that will lead to developing new procedures to carry out laparoscopic and robotic surgery. Furthermore, we expect the superimpose images displayed by augmented reality will be a new source of visual information not only in grasping the inner structure of organs but also in breaking new ground in superimposing simulated planning data.
We think the superimpose image information from multi-view camera system that does not rely on physical movement will lead to safe and speedy operation. 
Purpose
As an integral part of computer-assisted surgery, tracking requires a careful characterization for use in orthopedic applications and multisensor fusion. This is particularly essential, for electromagnetic (EM) measurement systems which have recently gained popularity due to their small sensor size and the absence of line-of-sight restriction [1] . The static errors caused by field distortion due to the presence of unmoving metallic and electrical objects, as well as the inherent error in the tracking system, have been widely studied. A shortcoming of previous work is that there has been little study of how orientation by EM tracking behaves in an operating-room setting, and only a few studies have decoupled the 3D position and orientation error of an EM sensor in a tracked volume. Moreover, a principal limitation has been the additional undesired EM distortions introduced by external manipulators employed for positioning EM sensors within a workspace [2] . This paper presents a method for characterizing decoupled static EM errors in position and orientation measurements without external interference. The concept was to use 3D plastic scaffolds ''printed'' using additive manufacturing, to provide a large number of static trajectories. This allowed many orientations to be tested, to high repeatability, without an external manipulator.
Methods
The 5-DOF (degrees of freedom) EM measurements were taken using an Aurora system (Northern Digital, Waterloo, Canada) with a planar field generator providing a global coordinate frame. To decouple the position and orientation readings, two repeatability scaffold devices were designed and manufactured in order to be interchangeable in a fixed measurement base. The position scaffold (Fig. 1a) contained 49 parallel paths to evaluate position and orientation measurement uncertainties as a function of position. The paths were regularly distributed in a 7 9 7 grid, with various insertion depths, that were sized to accept the 5-DOF sensor in a noninterfering fit. The orientation scaffold (Fig. 1b) contained 65 converging paths to evaluate the position and orientation measurement uncertainties as a function of orientation. The paths were formed on 4 rings of 16 hexagonal holes, plus a central hole, which were sized to accept a custom plastic inserter in a noninterfering fit. The inserter had several clips to firmly hold the 5-DOF sensor. Experiments were conducted in a clinical environment. The experimental setup was placed on a carbon-fiber operating table, located midway between an X-ray fluoroscope and a CT scanner. The fluoroscope and scanner were fully powered but not emitting X-rays during the entire process of data collection, simulating a surgical-navigation setting. Each scaffold was centered 300 mm away from the EM field generator in a customs fixture. An EM sensor was introduced in each path of each scaffold in turn, and a 10-s data stream of approximately 400 samples was recorded. The path positions were registered to the ground truth positions using a least-squares method [3] , from which the position accuracy was computed using the Euclidean distance. The orientation accuracy was computed using the difference of orientation between both the direct angle of 2 successive measured paths, and the ground truth. Data were assembled into four classes: position accuracy as the sensor was translated within the position scaffold; orientation accuracy during translation; orientation accuracy as the sensor was rotated in the orientation scaffold; and position accuracy during rotation. The mean and maximum accuracies were found. The 95 % confidence interval (CI) was also computed. Results Position error, when translating the sensor within the positioning scaffold, had a mean of 0.7 mm but ranged up to 1.6 mm and had a 95 % CI of 1.6 mm. Orientation error, when rotating the sensor within the orientation scaffold, had a mean of 1.0 deg but ranged up to 3.9°and had a 95 % CI of 1.6°. These errors would have been reported, by previous groups, as the translation and rotation errors of EM tracking. We also found the ''cross-displacement'' errors. Orientation error, when translating the sensor within the positioning scaffold, had a mean of 0.6 deg but ranged up to 1.3 deg and had a 95 % CI of 1.3 deg. Position error, when rotating the sensor within the orientation scaffold, had a mean of 0.9 mm but ranged up to 2.1 mm and had a 95 % CI of 0.5 mm. The most accurate position and orientation measurements were measured when the insertion paths were aligned to the Aurora global XY plane. Results are tabulated in Table 1 . 
Conclusion
In a surgical setting, the experiments successfully decoupled and evaluated uncertainties in position and orientation measurements without introducing external interference. In this workspace, the EM errors were nearly comparable to those of popular optical localization systems (e.g., Polaris) with submillimeter accuracy [4] . The results suggest that a carbon-fiber operating table and nearby X-ray imaging equipment do not deleteriously affect the EM tracking system tested here. Further experiments are needed prior to EM use in high-accuracy orthopedic navigation. The study was limited in not testing the X-ray equipment during use, when high electric potentials and ionizing radiation are present. The study also did not systematically introduce surgical instruments or implants into the EM field. Nonetheless, these data suggest that EM sensors are more promising for demanding applications than the conservative recommendations of the manufacturers may imply. Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Institut für Neuroinformatik, Bochum, Germany
In medical treatment navigation is increasingly often a crucial part of operations. In combination with image data, it provides the surgeon with real time visualization when performing minimal invasive procedures. However, there are some limitations to current optical tracking systems [1] . Primarily, the required free line of sight between the camera system and the patient restricts the surgeon's movements.
Additionally, optical markers are large and sensible in handling as well as limited in their numbers for parallel use.
To overcome these limitations different types of navigation systems have been considered. Recently, RFID-based navigation entered that list. Such systems allow the localization of hundreds of markers, which exist in various sizes and forms. More importantly, it might be possible to localize targets hidden behind obstacles. However, all RFID-based systems presented so far are lacking in accuracy [2] . The main reason is the occurrence of strong multi-path reflections in crowded environments. Focusing on an evaluation of the direct line of sight signal these can be considered as noise affecting the estimated distances between markers and reader antennas.
In our work we intend to reduce the effect of such multi-path reflection noise algorithmically. This leads to a more stable localization result and will help to enhance the overall accuracy. Methods RFID system and experiments The PRPS navigation system developed by amedo STS GmbH especially for medical purposes was used [3] . This system compares an emitted signal with the signal reflections from the marker and returns a value corresponding to the occurring phase difference. Since the signal frequency is 868 MHz a distance between 0 and 17 cm can be detected. Distances which differ by a multitude of 17 cm will results in exactly the same measurement. Therefore we obtain more than one distance measurement for each connected antenna. In our experiments this was restricted to 5 alternatives for a target area of 100 cm 9 100 cm.
To produce a mapping between the measurement values and phase differences, measurements were performed in steps of 1 cm over a distance of 70 cm. With this, measurements were recorded in different positions for 1 min each and recomputed to distance estimations.
For simulations the phase difference was drawn from a Gaussian distribution instead. All positions with a distance to the antenna corresponding to this phase difference were computed with a resolution of 1 cm-resulting in circles with changing radii. Localization In the described scenario every combination of several distances per antenna must be considered to find the desired marker position. Once noise is taken into account, the best fitting intersection point might quickly jump from one set of distance combinations to another. Hence small variations in the phase measurements might easily cause large shifts of the calculated marker position. As a consequence we adopted only the representation of trilateration but applied dynamical neural fields to stabilize the best fitting intersection. Dynamic neural fields Dynamic neural fields are inspired by neural connectivity within the human brain and are largely applied to problems in the field of robotics [4] . They are usually described in form of a field equation. Relevant components in this are the activation of neurons, their connection and an activation depending firing function. Of further importance are the local input and a time constant describing the relaxation to a base level of activation [5] .
Such neural fields can produce complex dynamics when the connection parameters are chosen appropriately for a given input. The features we are aiming at are detection of strong recurring input and selection between competing regions of activity for a decision between intersections.
For the implementation we used the open-source Cedar framework. To reduce the influence of strong radius shifts a high time constant was chosen. By defining the neural field with global inhibition and strong local excitation, a reliable creation of stable peaks may be achieved. 
Results

Noise in PRPS data
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All measurements showed fluctuations in the signal for fixed marker positions. After conversion the signal had a standard deviation between 0.3 and 1.4 cm under optimal conditions. In an application scenario this went up to 4.2 cm in the worst case with an average deviation of 2.4 cm due to changes in the environment. The quality of the mean distance and thus the occurrence of systematic errors are so far not taken into account. However, these values can be seen as a lower limit of the required noise reduction to make RFID localization work on centimeter scale. Simulation results Figure 1 shows a visualization of the generated input for one antenna (left) and the combination of five inputs (right) at a given time step. Circles with possible marker positions are highlighted. For the combination the color encodes the strength of superposition with the most fitting intersection marked in red. Based on this temporally changing input a dynamic interaction within the neural field took place and after an initialization period of a few seconds it showed the activation depicted in Fig. 2 (left) . Thanks to the local excitation activation around the correct marker position added up and after reaching a threshold a stable peak was formed which is shown in Fig. 2 (right) . Depending on the excitation width the peak was self-stabilizing or not.
For average radius shifts of ±3 cm the correct marker position was selected in most cases. For higher variances this happened less often. However, even after increasing the radius shifts up to ±4 cm reasonable positions were still detected, although they did not match the marker position.
Conclusion
The presented work can be seen as a proof of concept for the novel idea of incorporating neural fields in the process of RFID-based localization. It is tackling the task of noise reduction which is a precondition for high accuracy. In addition, the field's stabilizing properties lay the foundation for a robust tracking of moving tags
The comparison between the signal variation in data recorded with the PRPS system and simulated data shows that the simulation results were achieved under realistic conditions. Therefore the developed software system will likely be able to handle the PRPS data well, which will be tested in our next step once a direct input interface is finished. References Keywords Electromagnetic tracking device Á Calibration Á Navigation Á Magnetic charge Purpose Recently, the electromagnetic tracking device is often used in order to measure the position and orientation of the surgical instrument inserted into the body [1] . The electromagnetic tracking device generates the measurement error by the metal body. The measurement error depends on the orientation of the magnetic sensor. So, the calibration of the electromagnetic tracking device under the effect of the metal body is difficult. Our purpose is to development the new calibration method for this problem. This paper shows that our method can decrease the measurement error by the modified equation for calculating the position and orientation. Methods B c (r i ) = B ci and B d (r i ) = B di (i = 1 * N) are functionalized magnetic vector and measured magnetic vector at ith position respectively. Then B di is the disturbance magnetic field. N is the amount of the measurement points. We evaluated how much the two vectors are headed in the same direction using the coefficient of correlation defined below.
First to eliminate the influence of the intensity of the vector and evaluate just the direction of the magnetic field, we normalize each vector.
If the inner product of the two vectors is 1, it means that the two vectors are headed in the same direction. Therefore, the coefficient C is defined as follows; Fig. 2 Localization result-activation of the neural field (left) and stable peak for the selected marker position (right) Fig. 1 Simulated input-positions with correct distances for one antenna (left) and the combination for five antennas (right) Int J CARS (2013) 8 (Suppl 1):S145-S154 S149
We derived optimal number and position of the virtual magnetic charges to get the maximum coefficient using the quasi-newton method (BFGS method) and a linear search method. When the amount of virtual magnetic charges are N m , coulomb potential u m for the model function of B c ðrÞ is
Here, r i and q mi is the position and intensity of ith magnetic charge. So, the functionalized magnetic field B c r ð Þ is given by
B c ðrÞ ¼ Àru m ð4Þ
To determine B c ðrÞ, we calculated N m ; r i , and q mi using the coefficient C between B c ðrÞ and B d . But this q mi means only the relative intensity of each magnetic charge. In order to determine the intensity of magnetic charges q mi , we use the least-square method for fitting the intensity of magnetic charges on the intensity of the disturbance magnetic field. We evaluated how much the measurement error decrease by using the functionalized magnetic field. Disturbance magnetic field was generated by a metal board (SUS303, relative permeability l & 1.02, 400 9 400 9 10 mm). The experiment was performed in a magnetic shield room. In this study, we used a one solenoid coil (diameter is 30 mm, height is 40 mm and coil turns is 52) as the excitation coil. The excitation coil applied current (7.6A, 800 Hz) to generate the alternating magnetic field. To obtain accurate measurement points of a square lattice, we made the hardware phantom made of cultured marble [2] . The hardware phantom had 6 plates; plate's thickness was 50 mm. Each plate have many holes to set the magnetic sensor, the number of holes are 11 9 11 and each hole's distance is 25 mm. Each hole has index (i, j). The results of the calibration S150 Int J CARS (2013) 8 (Suppl 1):S145-S154 First, we measured the magnetic field of the excitation coil in free space. Second, we measured the magnetic field around SUS303. Third, we calculated the disturbance magnetic field using 2 measured magnetic fields and determined the functionalized magnetic field. Results Figure 1a , b show the calculated disturbance magnetic field. Figure 1a illustrates the different vector between the excitation coil's magnetic field vector in free space and the magnetic field vector with SUS303. Figure 1b illustrates the normalized different vector to eliminate the influence of the intensity of the coil's magnetic field. From Fig. 1b , the large disturbance magnetic field vectors were observed around SUS303 especially, in the area where the distance from SUS303 was 0-75 mm. Therefore, the functionalized disturbance magnetic field was determined by analyzing this area. Figure 2a -d shows the calculated one degree of Position error. Figure 2a illustrates the arrangement of experimental equipment. We used the position R which is distance between the excitation coil and each red point on the line of i = 11 for error evaluation. Figure 2b-d show the results. Figure 2b shows the measurement error when any calibration was performed. Figure 2c, d show the measurement error when two and four virtual magnetic charges were placed. Figure 2c shows that the measurement error was larger than Fig. 2b . This result indicates that the calibration using 2 magnetic charges was failed. In contrast, Fig. 2d shows that the measurement error of most points (j = 1, 3, 5, 9, 11) was reduced and its value was under 10 mm.
Conclusion
In order to calibrate the electromagnetic tracking device, we present a novel calibration method to improve the measurement accuracy of electromagnetic tracking devices using magnetic charges. The proposed method is that we modify directly the equation for calculating the position and orientation using the disturbed magnetic field described by magnetic charges. In experiment, we described the disturbed magnetic field generated by the metal plate using magnetic charges. And we measured the position of one dimension. In the result, we succeeded in reducing the measurement error by the functionalized magnetic field generated by magnetic charges. And the results indicate that the proposed method has high accuracy while holding the characteristic that the calibration results are not influenced by sensor orientations. References Purpose Three dimensional image guided navigation is increasingly used in operating room (OR) for various surgical cases, especially for brain surgeries, and greatly facilitate the procedures. The registration between image space and physical space is crucial for this technology. Many registration algorithms and methods have been proposed and implemented into image guided navigation devices that claim certain accuracy, which indicates how accurate the surgeons can position a target inside of the patient in average. For particular case, the registration error could be off from this average number due to human error or other unexpected factors. However, a reliable ''indicator'' for the registration accuracy lacks through the surgical procedures. Several commercial image guided navigation devices based on fiducial marks provided fiducial registration error, which is uncorrelated to the target registration error and proven a poor predictor of registration accuracy [1] . Other devices usually require surgeons to visually and qualitatively estimate the registration accuracy by checking the corresponding on landmarks and surfaces between pre-op scan images and patients [2] . Intra-operative mobile cone beam CT devices such as xCAT Ò (Xoran Technologies, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI, USA) have emerged in recent years as a promising facilitator of minimally invasive image guided surgery (IGS) [3] . Not only did this device provide surgeons with near real-time image updates, but also with the coordination of For pre-op MR scan, we calculated registration error as 0.80 ± 0.52 mm Int J CARS (2013) 8 (Suppl 1):S145-S154 S151 patient in the OR. With this kind of device, surgeons are allowed to conduct image based on registration between image space (preoperation scan image volumes) and patient space (intra-operation scan image volumes), without troublesome interactions of manual probing (locating fiducials or landmarks on patients, or swiping the surface of a desired area of patient, with tracked probe). Case-specific quantitative registration accuracy information can be very helpful for surgeons to understand how accurate they can rely on the navigation tools for this particular case, or if they need to redo the registration. Automatic segmentations on both pre-op and intra-op image volumes provide surface geometric information of patient face; after image based-on registration, geometry matching of such surfaces from both image volumes is used for evaluating registration accuracy. Phantom experiments show that this method is intuitive and easy to implement, and clinical application is under investigation through our device development project. Methods Phantom image acquisitions in hospital and with xCAT: A head phantom mounted with 12 disposable skin markers (Beekley CT-SPOTS Ò ) on its outside surface and in a hollow chamber was scanned by both a traditional hospital CT system and with Xoran Technologies' xCAT intraoperative CT system. For the hospital CT system, the image sampling was 0.486 9 0.486 9 1.00 mm while for the xCAT it was 0.4 9 0.4 9 1.2 mm. The xCAT scan was performed with a low-dose protocol (0.4 mSv) which is approximately one-seventh the X-ray dose of traditional head CT. A CT and MR image from a patient was also acquired, in both cases using traditional hospital scanners. The CT and MRI image volume resolutions were 0.654 9 0.654 9 4.0 mm and 1.2 9 1.2 9 4.0 mm, respectively.
We calculated the registration error by segmenting the frontal surface of the head in the different image volumes and analyzing their mismatching. Since the skin can easily be identified in both MR and CT images, the geometric information of frontal surface was generated through automatic image processing and segmentation. For pre-op CT scan case, we were also able to calculate the registration error through skin markers since they were visible in both pre-op and intra-op image volumes, to show consistency between these two evaluation methods. Using image intensity thresholding, the markers were automatically segmented and the center of each marker was calculated both in the xCAT image and in the pre-op scan images. The registration error was estimated by calculating the average location differences of all markers (target registration error). For pre-op MR case, we only calculated the registration error by analyzing the frontal surface mismatching. Further evaluation might be helpful when multi-modality skin markers are available for pre-op MR scan. Results The calculated registration error based on the frontal region surface matching was 0.18 ± 0.20 mm (mean ± SD) for pre-op CT scan case. The matching errors of skin markers are given in Table 1 . The estimated registration error based on the surface matching is consistent to the registration error level based on target markers. The average error of these markers was 0.24 mm, with standard deviation 0.16 mm. Conclusion Analyzing the mismatching between segmented frontal surfaces of head from pre-op and intra-op image volumes could be a practical approach to estimate the registration error through surgery, which can provide surgeons case specific and quantitative accuracy information for surgical navigation. No user interaction is needed to generate this useful information through the surgery. 
Purpose
In this study, we investigate and propose a streamlined framework for intraoperative mapping of endoscopic views onto a 3D placenta model without the need to track the endoscope. This work aims to enhance visualization during fetal endoscopic surgery for photocoagulation treatment in Twin-to-twin Transfusion Syndrome. Existing surgical navigation technologies rely on external tracking systems for spatial localization [1] [2] . Apart from poor usability involving attachment of bulky sensors, such approaches also face operational constraints. The use of optical tracking systems requires maintenance in line-of-sight between the optical tracker and markers and electromagnetic tracking is susceptible to interference [3] . 
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Methods
Our proposed framework involves image mosaic of sequential frames from video stream and a one-time ultrasound initialization procedure for mapping endoscopic views to 3D placenta model. It consists of three main series of operations namely initialization, projective relationship computation, and image mapping. The initialization method consists of 3D model construction, incision port position estimation, and reference plane assignment. The assigned reference plane is used as an anchor plane for mosaic and projection. First, a 3D model of the placenta is constructed from 3D ultrasound images using the marching cubes algorithm. The model is referenced with respect to the ultrasound transducer frame which is fixed. Subsequently, 3D ultrasound scan is used to locate position of the endoscope in an instance to be initialized as the reference frame for image mapping. The position of the endoscope is computed based on ultrasound image-based localization. Camera-acquired scene at that initialized instance is used as the anchor image for subsequent image mosaic. The next operation involves the projection of vertices on the 3D surface to the anchor plane for texture mapping. The anchor plane becomes a mosaic-projection plane. Subsequent moving endoscopic views are registered to the mosaic-projection plane in a sequential manner with the texture map of the 3D surface updated simultaneously. Results An experiment was conducted under simulated camera trajectory and ultrasound-acquired 3D data of phantom placenta model as ground truth. Misalignment in 3D mapping of homography-based mosaic of the placenta surface under specific operation requirements can be analyzed via comparison of the transformed feature points and its ground truth.
Error due to homography-based estimation was within 3 mm for a workspace spanning a 90°conical region with the camera center as far as 60 mm from the incision port without re-initialization. The mean errors in mm were 1.08, 1, and 0.84 in the x, y, and z direction respectively. This is conservatively within the order of blood vessel dimension on the placenta. Figure 1a shows the magnitude of error at different pitch and yaw angles. When we limit the error to 3 mm while varying the orientation, the coverage remained adequate for imaging of the placenta. Figure 1b represents the pitch-yaw configuration workspace producing error below 3 mm. The workspace spanning a conical region of more than 120°for an axial translational range as far as 60 mm (endoscope tip at approximately 20-40 mm from placenta surface) covers camera pose for imaging of the entire placenta given the appropriate incision point.
In a water tank phantom model experiment, our proposed ultrasound image-based tracking method for initialization was benchmarked against a commercial tracking system (POLARIS Vicra, NDI Inc.). Three-dimensional ultrasound scanning was carried out using ProSound a 10, Aloka Co., LTD ultrasound imaging system. The average absolute error at specified intervals of a given trajectory was 4.6°, 3.2°, 5.5°, and 7.2 mm in the roll, pitch, yaw, and axial translation respectively. Figure 2 depicts image mapping of the moving endoscopic views to a 3D ultrasound image of a phantom placenta model. Constantly updated mosaic views of the moving endoscope were projected onto the 3D surface using texture mapping and 2D-2D image alignment described in our method. Conclusion This work integrates existing techniques in image processing and computer vision to demonstrate the feasibility of a proposed framework that do not require the tracking of camera position. Proof-ofconcept is delivered through theoretical analysis, functional implementation and experimental studies. It is hoped that this investigation contributes to the foundation of mapping untracked endoscopic view onto 3D anatomical model. 
Purpose Image guided surgery is widely used in neurosurgical operations and becomes more common in other medical areas, especially in Fig. 1 a CAD view of one half of a phantom marker. b Two printed half phantom markers, screwed together with mounted passive IRtracking marker Fig. 2 Test setup of the calibration phantom with four markers and the NDI tracking system minimally invasive surgical, where a high accuracy is demanded. The always necessary image registration procedure mostly uses a point-or marker-based registration method. In this case special markers are identified in the preoperative CT image (segmentation) and assigned to the related markers or tools of the tracking system (registration). With this information a transformation can be derived between the image coordinate system of the patient image and the coordinate system of the tracking system. Other works have shown that size, type and location of this fiducial markers have great influence on the resulting registration error [1, 2] . Another error source is the subjective localization error and the voxel size of the image (I-FLE) [3] . The target of this work is to design a geometrical phantom that allows an automatic one-time calibration of a permanently CT-attached tracking tool and a tracking based automatic patient registration process. Methods Considering the error sources mentioned above we designed the fiducial phantom markers as cubes with an edge length of 60 mm and a hollow sphere located inside the cube with a diameter of 50 mm (Fig. 1) .
The hollow sphere filled with air provides a high contrast to the surrounding material in the CT image. Additionally, because of the large geometrical dimension, a more than 64 times higher voxel count with the same resolution can be achieved, compared to commonly used fiducial markers. This should reduce segmentation errors drastically, like the partial volume effect. The phantom markers were built with a 3D-printer, which can print objects with an accuracy of up to 0.1 mm.
The used tracking system was a Polaris Spectra from Northern Digital with an accuracy of 0.25 mm RMS for passive markers. For these passive tracking markers we printed special mounting posts with the 3D-printer to avoid artifacts of metal mounting poles from the manufacturer. We build 4 fiducial phantom markers and mounted them on a 600 mm 9 500 mm sized plate as a first experiment (see Fig. 2) .
A tracking tool was mounted at the front side of the CT. This tool (its coordinate system is defined as K RefCT ) serves as reference for the calibration and the future patient registration. The target of the calibration is the determination of the transformation between the tool coordinate system and the image coordinate system (K Img(z=0) ) at the first CT slice: T
Img z¼0
ð Þ RefCT . The first step in the calibration procedure is the image acquisition of the phantom with high resolution and a low pitch factor to reduce the voxel size. The resulting DICOM image is sent to the navigation computer where a region grow algorithm is applied. The algorithm takes the typical value of air as seeding point. By the clear and distinctive geometry of the phantom markers they can be segmented very easily and separated from the surrounding air. Out of the segmented voxels the centroid of each marker can be calculated.
Simultaneously, the tracking system records the positions of the phantom markers at any point in time t (relative to the tracking coordinate system K TrackPh ) during the image acquisition. Out of both position information the transformation between the related coordinate systems (T
Img t ð Þ
TrackPh ) is calculated, dependent on t [4] . Additionally, the CT saves a timestamp for every slice it records. Therefore we can assign to every point in time t a slice z and convert the transformation into a slice z dependent one T 
The next step is the patient registration, which can now be done without any image segmentation, depending only on the tracking information. The target of the patient registration is the determination of the transformation between the patient image coordinate system (K Img ) and a patient reference tool (K PatRef ). The patient reference can be a tool that is attached to bone structure, surface markers, or a combination of different types of markers.
Like in the calibration the tracking tools have to be recorded during the whole patient image acquisition to convert the time based tracking information (T 
The resulting transformation can be generalized to the transformation T PatRef Img , assuming that the patient does not moved during the image acquisition. With the resulting general transformation all tracked surgical tools (K Tool ), like a biopsy needle, can be transformed into the current patient image coordinate system. Results In this study a first test setup with 4 fiducial phantom markers was build. In the realized CT calibrations with a voxel size of 0.97 mm 9 0.97 mm 9 0.6 mm, a FRE of 0.34 mm and a STD of 0.01 mm was achieved. The error value was therefore significantly lower than the voxel size, which indicates that the calibration phantom performs well. The automated segmentation of the phantom marker had a continuous false marker rate of 0 %. For future experiments we expect further improvement in the FRE using more marker and higher resolutions. We were able to show that the patient registration can be performed without any further user interaction and surgical tools can be transformed into the patient image system. Ongoing work concentrates upon the more significant TRE of the calibration and registration process.
Conclusion
The results indicate that the registration in image guided surgery systems can be improved by splitting the process into two separate workflows. To perform the segmentation with a specially designed calibration phantom results in a lower I-FLE. The reason lies in the absent subjective localization error, the higher voxel count and the arbitrary arrangement of the markers in a large image volume. This image based calibration has to be done only once after the installation of the reference tool on the CT.
Knowing the transformation between the reference tool and the image coordinate system, the image segmentation can be completely omitted during the repeatedly performed patient registration. That makes an entirely tracking based and automated patient registration process possible.
